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The development of
communication and language

The story of language development is a saga which has its share of unsolved mysteries and discoveries and, like all good stories, it helps us to understand more
about being human. ‘A miracle’ or ‘a mystery’ are words often used about the
development of communication and language, mainly because linguists cannot
account in full for the speed and the apparent ease with which almost all babies
acquire the essential structure of one or more languages in their first three years.
In a previous account of early language acquisition (Whitehead, 2004) I referred
to ‘The Big Questions’ in order to draw attention to the important questions that
this special kind of linguistic study, called psycholinguistics, asks.
Two big questions occur again and again: how do we learn to understand and
use our first languages, and what are the links between communication, language
and thinking? This last question often surprises those people who just want to
know how we all learn to speak and use words, although a moment’s thought will
show that words and conversations are all about communication and sharing
meanings. So, the study of early language development involves both language
study, or linguistics, and the study of mental processes and learning, or psychology. These two aspects of human behaviour – language and thinking – account
for much of what makes us both unique individuals and sociable persons firmly
tied to our families and cultural groups. Indeed, I would argue that in learning
more about language development we are finding out about human nature. You
will have to judge whether I have exaggerated here, but this book will try to
explain how we become communicators, talkers, thinkers and mark-makers.

The push-pull language game
For centuries people have been fascinated by the mysteries of language and some
bizarre ideas inspired the earliest alleged linguistic experiments. Caring for a group
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of babies in strict silence and hoping that their first words would be in Latin is one
legendary example. Cutting out and eating the tongues of defeated Roman soldiers
in the hope of acquiring Latin is another! Legend has it that the babies died and
no results from the tongues experiment are available to researchers (Mills and
Mills, 1993, p. 6). More recent research and speculation is less colourful and a lot
kinder, but it is just as fascinated by the commonplace yet stunning nature of
acquiring language. Furthermore, modern scientific approaches are still trying to
sort out ‘the babies’ and ‘the tongues’ theories about the development of early
language. Does language burst out fully formed from infants, or do they have to
learn it all from the speech communities they are born into?
Modern approaches are increasingly likely to point out the truth in both
these extremes and suggest what I would describe as a push-pull theory. The
infant is pushed into language by her own powerful inner drive to communicate and share meanings, while, simultaneously, close relationships with her
carers who use specific languages pull her into a shared world of language.
While it is clear that language will not develop if adults never speak to babies,
it is also clear that babies have their own remarkable communication skills and
some innate ability to process the language around them.
The broad patterns in this complicated process will be outlined in the following sections, but early years carers and educators should be proud that the
research is based on traditions of careful child-watching and listening to children. Linguists, families and other professionals have used notes, sketches,
diaries and modern audio, video and digital technologies to build up records of
infants’ eye-gaze, expressions, smiles, mouth noises, recognisable and repeated
sounds, gestures, first words and early conversations.

Communicating without words
Spoken recognisable words are not at the start of language and communication.
A child’s first word has behind it a personal history of listening, observing and
experimenting with sounds and highly selective imitations of people. Similarly,
the art of conversation is rooted, well before talk, in the innate sociability and
sensitivity of infants. It has been known for many years that newborn babies
are most attentive to human voices, faces and eyes. They will spend surprisingly
lengthy periods of time just gazing into the eyes of their carers (Schaffer, 1977;
Stern, 1977). Adults on the receiving end of this adoration invariably respond
by gazing back, smiling, nodding and talking to the baby ‘as if’ they were conversing with an understanding partner. They frequently stroke the baby’s face,
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chin and lips, perhaps to emphasise the physical sources of human speech.
Even at a few weeks old the infant’s love affair with people is shown by different reactions to persons, as opposed to interesting objects. Moving objects
may be watched and reached for, but people, especially a carer, are responded
to with smiles, lip movements and arm-waving (Trevarthen, 1975, cited in Harris, 1992). Getting into relationships with people probably begins in the earliest hours of life: many newborns will imitate adult face and hand movements
(Trevarthen, 1993). The list of actions imitated is interesting: for example,
mouth-opening, tongue-poking, eye-blinking, eyebrow movements, sad and
angry expressions, and hand opening and closing. Bearing in mind that all
these actions are used in normal speech production and conversations, it is
clear that this early non-verbal kind of communication is the foundation for
communicating with words all through our lives.
There is widespread agreement among researchers that by five or six weeks
babies and their carers are regularly involved in mutually satisfying conversational activities. Infants frequently take the lead and set the pace and carers
respond, even to the extent of imitating their babies. So what is significant about
this for early language learning? It would appear to be something to do with the
complex business of getting two minds in contact (Trevarthen, 1993; 2002),
because the exchange of meanings and language are at the centre of human communication. Although the first things shared may only be eye-contacts, smiles
and sounds, these quickly lead on to other possibilities. Infants and carers start to
follow each other’s line of gaze, or attentional focus, and then it is but a short step
to pointing, special noises, and word-like sounds. Traditional games with babies
like peek-a-boo, dropping and recovering objects or giving and taking food and
toys, have their own special words which are repeated again and again in highly
predictable ways. Just saying or making noises, gestures and facial expressions to
indicate ‘please’, ‘thank you’, ‘boo’ and ‘bye bye’ are the ordinary and unremarkable basis for getting in touch with another mind. It is done by the playful use of
actions, noises and objects which stand for ideas and feelings, and it works
because very young babies are not only highly sociable (Murray and Andrews,
2000), but inclined to be playful and will, given the slightest encouragement,
tease their carers and muck about (Reddy, 1991).

First words
What is a word? This is a question which students of early language development, including many parents and carers, often ask. The answer will have to
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start with sounds, for sound is the very stuff of language, but any old sound
produced at random will not be a word. Most linguists would expect a word to
have the following additional characteristics:
● it is produced and used spontaneously by the child;
● it is identified by the caregiver who is the authority on what the child says
(Nelson, 1973);
● it occurs more than once in the same context or activity (Harris, 1992).
The sound-making, or phonological, skills of infants are immature and go
through many changes, so word identification is not easy and it is important to
have this rather elaborate way of clarifying what counts as a word. The emphasis
on spontaneity is there to exclude simple imitations, because a word should signal the child’s first attempts to identify and communicate meanings. We can only
be certain this is happening if the child’s use of the new word is fairly consistent,
or appropriate to the context in which it is uttered. This is where the agreement
of the regular caregiver is so important; only the child’s partner in the games and
non-verbal conversations described above knows enough about the contexts in
which first words occur.
Many studies of first words are undertaken by the parents of young infants
(Engel and Whitehead, 1993) and the intimate insights of professional-linguist
parents have shown how some words begin to emerge as early as nine months
(Halliday, 1975). At this stage the words are sounds that are personal to the
infant, used consistently for requesting and indicating interest, and quite recognisable. We might want to think of these as embryo-words, noticed mainly by
professional linguists, but there is no mistaking the breakthrough into ‘real’
words when it occurs. Many parents and carers can recall years later the first
words spoken by their children, but it is important to bear in mind that the
onset and the rate of acquisition of early words is highly variable and personal.
Most babies do begin to say their first words somewhere between 12 and 18
months, but there can be earlier starts, as well as much later ones. The real value
of records of children’s first words is not in the totals, but the windows they
provide into children’s minds and their views of their families and the world.
My granddaughter Natalie’s first word was ‘book’, produced at ten months
and sounding much like ‘boo’. An outsider would have been ignorant of the
richness of experience behind that single syllable word. In fact, like many of the
first words of young infants, it stood for a whole sentence. It was a ‘come-andread-to-me-now’ ritual which involved clambering on the couch with a pile of
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picture books; snuggling up to the chosen adult; then sharing in pointing at
and naming pictures, and listening to rhymes and stories (Figure 1). All this
wealth of experience, organisation and meaning was carried by one word,
hence the great importance of a carer’s knowledge about the context of first
words. Carers can also alert us to the fact that first words develop and change,
because Natalie was soon using ‘book’ to include all the magazines and newspapers that came into the house.
First words can only be fully understood within the contexts in which they
are uttered, but they do indicate how the young child is noticing and sorting
out the world. Collections of first words are usually about such things as family members, daily routines, food, vehicles, toys and pets. These groupings are
known to linguists as semantic fields because they reveal the sets of meanings
around which a child’s first interests and language development are clustering.
And it is not surprising that people, food, animals and possessions are highly
interesting to babies and need labels early on! These semantic sets also include
those important words which get people to do things for you, such as ‘up’,
‘walk’, ‘out’ and ‘gone’. The field of meaning here is part of the lifetime study
of human relationships and people management. Two other very important

Figure 1 ‘Book’ meant ‘come-and-read-to-me-now’
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words are acquired in these early days – ‘no’ and ‘yes’ – and usually in that
order. At this point the young talker has joined the language club (Smith, 1988)
and is well on the way to learning about self-assertion, as well as cooperation.

More words
Single words can pack a linguistic punch, but they do have their limitations. They
depend a lot on context and on the interpretive sensitivity of a carer. However,
their power and flexibility increases greatly when they are combined together in
order to say more complicated things. Infants vary greatly in the rate, the frequency and the complexity of their early word combinations. My eldest grandson, Daniel, was a very creative word combiner, starting with ‘door uppy’ (open
the door) at 20 months and progressing to little stories by 22 months, such as ‘sea
Daddy park it car’ (Daddy is parking the car by the sea). The striking thing about
these utterances is that they are unique to the child, their originality is a reminder
that they could not have been copied from carers or the language community.
They use quite different word order: in the first example the important object of
attention, the door, is named before the desired action is indicated. A similar
reversal happens in the much longer example and again suggests that the focus
of the child’s attention is named before the rest of the action is described. This is
a very useful strategy for gaining a listener’s attention. In the latter incident the
small boy was very impressed when the car was driven right on to the beach. It
was literally parked by the sea!
These examples help us to see that the beginning speaker is creative,
determined and resourceful as he or she struggles to use a limited hold on
speech in order to communicate important new meanings. Daniel’s temporary
limitations were partly physical in terms of making a range of sounds in his
mouth and throat and controlling airflow and muscles; his limitations were
partly linguistic in terms of the range of vocabulary and conventional
grammatical structures he knew; and at not quite two years old he had a
limited range of life experiences. Similar social and linguistic triumphs were
also achieved by our second grandson, Dylan, again at just 22 months. A
rather aggressive door-to-door fish salesman had called and been told several
times by Dylan’s grandfather that he did not wish to buy his fresh fish and the
door was finally slammed shut, emphasising the annoyance felt! During this
incident Dylan had watched from behind his grandfather’s legs, but once the
door was closed he stamped noisily down the hall shouting angrily, ‘No buy
fish’. Not only was this a remarkably creative new three-word utterance, it also
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captured the emotional tone of the annoyance felt by the adult. Dylan had
managed to reorganise his limited word collection in order to talk about an
unusual encounter with fish and explore the discovery that a normally gentle,
loving carer could get very angry.
Professional linguists get very excited about what young children are doing
when they first start to combine words together and the reason for all the excitement is grammar. Many small children are able, in their second year, to combine
words together in original ways that convey meanings to others. This is a standard definition of a grammar (see the next section). Furthermore, they have not
been taught the system they have hit upon for doing this and it certainly differs
from the conventions of adult language use, but it is systematic, it has a pattern
and it works. It communicates meanings to users of the conventional language
system. In other words, it is an early emerging grammar. Linguists describe grammars in terms of the things that they enable us to do with language, so what can
these little children do with their early language system?
My 16-month-old granddaughter rushes into the bathroom shouting ‘dirty
hand wash it’, and her mother is left in no doubt that she wants help to remove
garden soil from her hand. Natalie’s newly emerging grammar helps her to use
language in order to gain the interest and cooperation of other people – it gets
things done. Her brother, Daniel, was heard to say at 20 months, as the family cat
left by the kitchen window, ‘no more miaow’, a lovely comment on the absence
of the cat and a skilful recycling of comments like ‘no more apple’. Grammatical
word combinations of this sort gave him a way of commenting on the world and
any particular state of affairs.
So, the emerging language system enables very young children to do two
important things: to get things done, including involving other people, and to
comment on the world. Similar conclusions about children’s earliest meaningful language have been reached by linguists and researchers (Halliday, 1975)
and it is interesting to think about how important these two functions of language remain for us all through our lives.

Is this grammar?
If we do not have some understanding of what a grammar is, we are likely to
go along with the majority of people who would dismiss the examples above as
ungrammatical. Yet I have already claimed that linguists see early word combinations as an important development: the first evidence of grammatical speech.
Why then is there considerable disagreement about the nature of grammar?
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The answer to this and to most other linguistic disputes, of which there are
many, is that the modern study of language is constantly battling against
deeply held beliefs and prejudices. Some of these ancient language myths
(Bauer and Trudgill, 1998) are worth a closer look.

Prescriptive grammar
On the one side we have those beliefs about language that emphasise correctness and rules; rules which tell us how we ought to speak and write. This is
known as prescriptive grammar: it prescribes what we ought to do. These rules
hark back to a supposedly ‘logical’ and ‘more grammatical’ language, in fact to
Latin, and are attempts to squeeze ‘vulgar’ and ‘illogical’ languages, like English, into ill-fitting Latin shoes. When this fails, as it must, speakers are
instructed to speak like a book, using the rules of written language in their
speech. This approach was the dominant view of grammar until the early years
of the twentieth century and it still has a great hold on the minds of most people. It was the accepted way of teaching English in schools, particularly the
grammar and public schools of Britain, until well into the 1950s and the results
are sometimes desperately sad.
Why should this be so? First, a prescriptive approach divides the nation into
those who think that they can and do speak like the classical rule books of
grammar, and those, the majority, who have a strong conviction that they do
not even speak their own home language properly. Second, it supports a damaging belief in language league tables; some languages just are better, more logical and more sophisticated than others, goes the old argument. This is a
particularly dangerous view because of the close identification of groups of people with their language: if the language is judged to be primitive or inadequate,
so are its users. Third, so many of us are convinced that grammar is difficult,
boring and irrelevant to our lives that you may have already decided not to read
this section of the book! Finally, it leads to a serious undervaluing of young
children’s stunning achievements in learning their languages in the first few
years of life.

Descriptive grammars
On the other side, however, is modern linguistics which has much to say about
the human mind, about learning and about grammar, but not a lot about Latin!
The three main dimensions of modern views of grammar are highly relevant
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and interesting to parents, carers, teachers – and others.
First, modern grammars are descriptive. This means that they are not rigid
rules about how we ought to speak and write: they are attempts to describe how
we actually do so. There are complex sets of rules that govern the ways in which
the sounds of a language, or its written symbols, are linked to meanings and
messages. In attempting to describe these, modern linguists behave like any
other scientists: they observe, listen, keep records and make informed guesses
about what is going on. And they can disagree and even be proved wrong. That
is why I frequently write ‘grammars’ as a plural; there are several in circulation,
but I shall only refer to what they have in common.
A second distinguishing feature of modern grammars is that they are
described as having three, or possibly four, levels. These are phonology, syntax,
semantics and lexis. We need to look at these levels in more detail.

Lexis
Lexis is the optional extra which can be added to the big three and it may be more
familiar to you as ‘vocabulary’. The lexis is the entire stock of words available to a
speech community and those words appearing in the dictionaries of a written language.

Phonology
Phonology is the organisation and patterning of the sounds of a language,
including such important elements as emphasis and intonation. These give different languages their distinctive ‘tunes’, the rise and fall of questions and statements, as well as the stress we put on important words, or parts of words.
Phonology also records the regional and social variations of sounds among
speakers of the same language. These pronunciation differences are commonly
known as accents. The study of phonology also includes an understanding of
the physical processes involved in making the sounds we call language.

Syntax
Syntax is concerned with words and the ways in which they can be modified
and changed themselves, as well as combined together in groups. This is the
one aspect of a modern grammar that is a close family relative of the prescriptive grammar referred to above. However, there is a crucial difference: modern
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syntax records and analyses what is heard and written in a living language community. The rules of syntax emphasise those word changes and word orders
which affect meaning and communication. In English ‘s’ added to a noun usually means more than one and many verbs indicate when an action was in the
past, or is completed, by adding ‘ed’. Word order is also an interesting carrier of
meaning: ‘woman bites dog’ gets a different reaction from ‘dog bites woman’,
even if you are not a news-hungry journalist! In the same language community
there can still be differences between distinctive groups of speakers in the
vocabulary and the patterns of syntax they use; this affects word order, the ways
of showing tenses (time), number (singular or plural) and possession. These
varieties within a language are called dialects; their origins are regional and
social and among the most frequently discussed in the UK are the several varieties of standard English (see Glossary).

Semantics
Semantics is the study of meaning in a language and takes us well beyond
the surface of words, sounds and questions about ‘who bit whom’, and into
the workings of the mind. There are also historical and cultural dimensions to
the study of semantics. Word meanings change over time and have dramatically different effects on our perceptions. Only specialist scholars appreciate
the real impact of Shakespeare’s use of words such as ‘presently’ and ‘weed’,
but we all know that in that same period ‘mistress’ carried a range of meanings
different from its modern use. Different cultures categorise and label the world
differently: the colour spectrum, pets, possessions and food are all classified in
such diverse ways that a dog can be for dinner, a mat for praying, and a book
a sacred object.
This characteristic of a modern grammar takes us into the next section of this
chapter, because a grammar is now taken to be a description of some aspects of
the human mind. The rules of grammar do not come from Latin, or from teachers: they originate in the mind.

Language and thinking
The fact that modern linguists are finding out more about how we learn
anything when they study small babies learning their languages is an
important reason for asking the carers and educators of under-eights to take
some interest in linguistics. The claims first made in the twentieth century
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about language, the mind and thinking were all based on lengthy, in-depth
studies of babies and young children and have increased our knowledge of
psychology, language and culture. Among these claims is the notion that some
kind of universal grammar is pre-programmed in our minds (Chomsky, 1957),
so that all human languages have some underlying similarities. This theory
has been popularly referred to as the language instinct (Pinker, 1994). It
accounts for the ease and speed with which babies all over the world learn to
use and understand languages, rapidly becoming skilled linguists and
communicators. It can be criticised for undervaluing the role played by social
life and experiences in children’s linguistic achievements.
Other approaches have looked at the ways in which the early language used
by a child in communicating with his or her carers turns inward to change and
enrich the ways in which the child can think (Vygotsky, 1986; Bruner and
Haste, 1987). A further outcome of this is that language enables us to think in
a symbolic way. That is, words can begin to stand for objects and people, even
when they are not around: ‘I want my mummy’ cries the small child left with
another carer. Or we can name feelings and experiences that cannot easily be
pointed to in the world: fear or loyalty, for example. Whole categories of
experience are summed up and expressed symbolically by children who have
begun to use words, but the complexity of learning words and labels is
frequently underestimated (Aitchison, 1994).
A rich symbolic system such as that provided by language is necessary if
children are to communicate and share in the life of a culture. This is very
important, particularly if young children have the kind of sensory damage
associated with deafness and blindness. The systems of signing and touching
used by the deaf and the blind enable them to classify and order their feelings
and experiences, make original observations about their world and gain the
social cooperation of others (Sacks, 1989). Although we must not
underestimate the language and learning problems encountered by blind or
deaf children, it is known that they have, like unimpaired children, their own
personal and variable patterns of development. Interestingly, the development
of syntax in these children is normal, although the early stages of vocabulary
acquisition are slightly delayed (Harris, 1992). This indicates, yet again, that
there must be an inner pre-programmed language ability in all children which
has its own momentum. It is the social and cultural aspects of learning a
particular language, for example by playing ‘naming’ games with a carer
(‘what’s that’; ‘where’s your nose’), and acquiring vocabulary, which will show
some initial delay.
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Later developments
‘Meaning and language continue to grow in personal relationships of shared
pleasure and trust’ (Trevarthen, 2002, p. 10). However, it is quite usual for books
and articles about language development to be mainly concerned with the first
three or four years of life. This is not due to a lack of interest in the later years
of early childhood, but a reflection of the linguistic facts. By the age of six the
major features of adult speech and language are all in place, although this is not
to say that other developments and enrichment do not occur. Literacy is one
such development, but it must piggy-back on the achievements of the earliest
months and years outlined in this chapter.
I have doubts about the existence of easily identifiable ages and stages in language development, but the following rough guide may help to complete the
map of what comes after longer combinations of words.

From two to four
This is the golden age of grammar when little children show that they have a
mind for rules, even if their community language is apparently inconsistent.
For the English-speaking child this involves attempts to tidy up irregular plurals and add ‘s’ to all of them, resulting in ‘mouses’ and ‘foots’. It also shows up
in the totally spontaneous and un-imitated regularising of irregular past tenses,
so that little children claim to have ‘goed’ to the shops and ‘rided’ on the bus.
These errors are ones to cheer about, for they are evidence that the child’s mind
is a powerful tool for processing and producing the rules of language. A similar
piece of evidence that the language-creating mind of the child is working well
at this stage is the occasional turning of nouns into verbs. This tendency
already exists in many languages: we use a brush ‘to brush’ our teeth and a rake
‘to rake’ the leaves. Some three- and four-year-olds have been heard to talk
about ‘lawning’ (mowing the lawn) and announce ‘I seat belted myself’ (Clark,
1982, pp. 390–402).
During this period children’s longer word combinations become easier for
adults to understand because they are linked together, as sequences of cause
and effect, by the gradual trial-and-error use of ‘and’, ‘because’, ‘if’ and so on.
Children’s questions no longer rely solely on a rising tone of voice, but use the
linguistic terms ‘why’, ‘who’, ‘where’ and ‘how’.
If this is the golden age for grammar, it is also the great leap forward in vocabulary, with something in excess of 2,000 words in the average three-year-old’s
spoken vocabulary and vastly greater numbers of words understood (Crystal,
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2005). Many young children also begin to enrich their word store with words
and linguistic forms that are not from everyday life, but from oral poetry and
storytelling, and from the world of books. My grandson Daniel was overheard
singing his own half-remembered versions of nursery rhymes at 21 months:
‘diddle, diddle … John … on shoes’. His sister was telling herself the story of
Meg and Mog (Nicoll and Pienkowski, 1972), from the book, at the age of two
years: ‘it’s a lady … looking at in the mirror … it’s a mirror … A jumper …
there’s a coat? … she has to go out? … this is the way to go? …. ’. And Dylan at
two years and nine months would frequently quote, ‘“Oh dear”, said Thomas’,
as he looked through a favourite book (Awdry, 1997).
By the age of four the physical maturity of the nervous system and the finer
muscle control over the mouth, throat and tongue, and even the presence of
teeth, make the young child’s pronunciation of languages very much closer to
the adult forms and easier to understand.

From five to eight and beyond
In the later years of early childhood children’s language developments are
increasingly influenced by their wider social experiences and the impact of literacy. There is still some fine-tuning of the system to take place, but it is probable
that even this depends on social experience and the influence of literacy. Children may begin to use tentative language such as ‘perhaps’ and ‘probably’ but this
reflects talk, schooling and book language, as does the ability to handle negative
forms like ‘scarcely’ and ‘hardly’. There is some evidence of a late-developing
grammatical feature known as the passive voice, when the usual word order of
‘who does what to whom’ is reversed and we learn that ‘the dog was bitten by the
woman’. Children’s understanding of who was biting whom in this news item is
often confused until the later primary years – it is a very literary form.
In these later years we have to trace the pattern of language development in
children’s ever-increasing exposure and reactions to other people, other children, other languages, written language and the literacy tools of their cultures:
namely, pictures, television, computers, logos, advertising, films, books, stories,
poetry and, of course, schools.

Last words
Some conclusions may be drawn from this review of communication and language development.
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● Children are sensitive and sociable communicators from birth.
● Language development is a social process that thrives in warmly supportive
and meaningful contexts
● Children’s language is original and creative and enables them to get things
done, gain the cooperation of others, and comment on their world. In this
sense, children actively construct their languages.
● Language is one of the major developments of infancy and, alongside play
and other ways of representing experience like dancing, singing and painting, shapes thinking, learning and literacy.
● Non-verbal communication, speaking and listening must be at the heart of
all our provision for care and education in the years from birth to eight.
● Communication in early years settings is different from communication at
home and places new demands on all infants and young children.
● Conversations with interested adults are essential to children’s linguistic,
emotional, social and cognitive welfare. Children need the positive support
of families and professionals.
● Early years carers and educators can learn more about their children by
observing them and listening to them. We should keep brief notebooks,
word diaries, audio and video records, and photographs.
It follows that all early years settings must be organised primarily around
communication, talk and play between children and adults, and between
children and children.

